School is out,
Holidays are in!
Dear Parents,

It's time for summer holidays and time for fun-filled activities. Childhood is an extremely important stage and we need to use this time to create a strong bonding with our children. We believe that it is important to motivate and encourage children to develop intellectually and physically. We at Amity, believe in learning by doing.

Students learn best by exploring the world by learning and doing.

Spend the holidays creating a nurturing and stimulating environment filled with interesting materials, art and craft activities, projects, outdoor games, puzzles and books.

- Spend quality time with your children.
- Give lots of hugs and kisses and say “I love you” to your children.
- Make him/her your little helper.
- Read stories to them especially before they go to sleep.
- Monitor the T.V programmes your children watch. Try to develop interest in T.V channels like Animal Planet, Pogo, Discovery etc.

**Fun with Paints and Colours**

- Make greeting cards using your unique thumbprint to create an array of pictures.
- Make your own gift wrapping paper by doing leaf, vegetable, thumb and hand printing on paper using poster colours.
- Colour a page everyday and make a scrapbook.
- Make a collage on A4 size sheet by pasting photos of your family members, how you enjoyed your holidays. Paste the photographs by using your own creativity.
- Make a necklace of your name by cutting out cardboard alphabets.

**I AM A SMART AMITIAN**

- Learn to put on your shoes.
- Learn to button your shirt.
- Learn to clean up your room and keep toys in place.
**Story Narration**

Dramatize and increase your vocabulary.
- Leap like a leopard.
- Crawl like an ant.
- Fly like a bird.
- Swim like a fish
- Jump like a monkey

**Fun with Maths**

**Maths In Nature**

Numbers play an important role in our everyday life and we can have lots of fun with maths.
- Make any one of the following of the given topics:
  - Model
  - Chart
  - Mobiles (Wind Chime)
- Make a necklace of numbers 1 to 10 by using cardboard cutouts.
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